How to survive in the publish-or-perish era?

The Ph.D. School in Computer Science of the Universities of Pisa, Florence and Siena is organizing four events around the challenging question: How to survive in the publish-or-perish era?

The first three events aim at providing Ph.D. students with an overall picture of how scientific publications are evaluated in different contexts, and of how candidates are evaluated in the Italian system.

The fourth event is a round table on the orthogonal theme of the potential advantages of “slow science” in computer science research.

March 21st, 2022 at 3pm
On the performance of scientific publications: indexes, impact, citations
Stefano Chessa
(Sala Gerace and online at https://meet.google.com/xgu-zjqm-brh)

25 Marzo 2022, ore 10  [In Italian]
Processo e criteri di valutazione nei concorsi RTD
Paolo Milazzo e Salvatore Ruggieri
(Sala Seminari Est e online at https://meet.google.com/xgu-zjqm-brh)

5 Aprile 2022, ore 15  [In Italian]
Sui criteri utilizzati per l'abilitazione scientifica nazionale per INF/01
Agostino Dovier (Università degli Studi di Udine)
(Sala seminari est e online su https://meet.google.com/xgu-zjqm-brh)

April 26th, 2022 at 5pm
Round table “On the potential advantages of slow (computer) science”
- Lance Fortnow (Illinois Institute of Technology, USA)
- Gonzalo Génova (Carlos III University of Madrid, Spain)
- Stuart Lane (University of Lausanne, Switzerland)
(Online at https://meet.google.com/xgu-zjqm-brh)